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Parenting Teenagers

Presented by Military & Family Life Counselors
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Objectives

» Developmental tasks

» Understanding teen development

» The parent’s job

» Maintaining communication

» How to discipline your teen

» Teens and deployment

» Tips for getting through the teen years

» Taking care of yourself

» When to seek help
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Introduction

» Adolescence is a journey from childhood to 
adulthood

» This stage is characterized by many complex 
changes:
– Rapid physical growth
– Development of reproductive sexuality
– New social roles
– Growth in thinking, feelings and morals
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Developmental Tasks

The teen’s primary jobs, or developmental tasks, are:
» Establishing their own identity and sense of self

» Separating emotionally from parents

» Developing their own set of values
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Teen Characteristics

» Wants independence

» Developing abstract 
thinking

» Thinking 
philosophically and 
questioning parent’s 
values

» Developing their own 
set of morals and ethics
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Teen Characteristics continued

» Values privacy

» Has mood swings

» Expresses anger verbally

» Highly sensitive to criticism

» Impulsive behaviors

» Talks less to parents and more to peers
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The Parent’s Job

» Give them room to grow up

» Build the relationship

» Let them be who they are

» Set very clear rules and consequences, and be 
consistent
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Maintaining Communication

Communication Challenges:

» Adolescents can be sullen, hysterical at times, very 
private and very busy

» They may talk in one or two word sentences  

» They often are not interested in your opinion

» They are very black and white in their thinking
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Maintaining Communication continued

Translating teen language

» Parent:  “Want me to come to the game   tomorrow?”

» Teen: “Guess so.  If you want to. Doesn’t really 
matter.”

» Translation: They really want you to come to the 
game.
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Maintaining Communication continued

Communication Tips
» Establish a regular time to talk

» Don’t talk down to them – show respect for their 
opinions

» LISTEN more often than you talk

» Be open to learning something new from them

» Avoid being judgmental or critical

» Use written communication
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How to Discipline a Teen

Family rules and limits provide 
a sense of stability to teens:

» Establish age 
appropriate rules and 
limits

» Have your teen 
participate in setting 
rules and consequences

» Be consistent
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How to Discipline a Teen continued

» Set consequences that can be quickly completed and 
then give your teen a chance to try again

» Establish trust

» Use natural and logical consequences
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How to Discipline a Teen continued

Natural Consequences: 

» A natural result of the behavior

» Not imposed by the parent

» Allows the teen to own the problem and face the 
consequences

» Teaches self-discipline
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How to Discipline a teen continued

Logical Consequences:

» Imposed on the teen by the parent as a result of their 
behavior

» Should be logically related to the behavior

» Makes teens accountable for their choices and 
behaviors
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Teens & Deployment

Changes that may occur during deployment include:
» Teen’s role in the home

» Routines are different

» Responsibilities increase

» Financial stressors

» Change in residence and/or school
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Teens & Deployment continued

Although most teens adjust well to deployment, some 
possible reactions may include:

» Increased irritability

» Feelings of anxiety and sadness

» Increase in problem behaviors

» Withdrawing from family and friends

» Loss of appetite, sleep disturbance

» Decline in grades
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Teens & Deployment continued

» How To Help:
» Prepare your teen - give as 

many details as possible
» Encourage them to talk, but 

don’t pressure them
» Listen without being 

judgmental
» Help them recognize the 

importance of your job
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Teens & Deployment continued

» How To Help (continued):

» Spend some one-on-one time with them

» Encourage them to connect with peers and stay 
involved in outside activities

» Keep teachers and school counselors informed

» Develop plans for staying in touch
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Teens & Deployment continued

When the deployed parent returns home:

» Your teen has been going through rapid changes 
physically and emotionally

» They may have taken on a more adult role at home

» Give them credit for the responsibilities they 
assumed

» Acknowledge the growth and maturity you see in 
them
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Positive Aspects of Deployment

» Can increase independence & self-confidence

» Relationship with deployed parent can strengthen 
through exchange of letters, packages, emails, phone 
calls

» May strengthen relationship with parent at home

» Develop closer family ties as  all family members 
work together for common goal
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Tips for Surviving the Teens Years

» Remember, your teen is NOT an adult

» Be honest

» Pick your battles

» Use humor

» Do not take your teen’s behavior or 
reactions personally
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Tips for Surviving continued

» Try to remember what it was like to be a teen

» Expect that things won’t always go according to plan

» Be generous when your teen is under stress

» Give yourself credit for the great parenting job 
you’ve done
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When to Seek Help

» Your teen’s behavior seems to be out of control

» Established discipline methods aren’t working

» You believe your teen could be a danger to self or 
others

» Extreme isolation and withdrawal from friends

» Evidence of drug use
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Taking Care of Yourself

This is a major change for you as well as your teen

» Be kind to yourself

» Pamper yourself whenever you can

» Seek support from other parents
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Summary

» Adolescence is a developmental transition from childhood to 
adulthood

» Teens must establish their own sense of self

» Becoming aware of developmental issues increases 
understanding

» Communication is an important tool 

» Establishing clear rules and consequences is crucial

» Be aware of special needs during deployment

» Parents must take care of themselves and know when to seek 
help
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Questions
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Resources

» Military Community Services

» Chaplain and Local Clergy

» Military OneSource  (800) 342-9647

» TRICARE   www.tricare.osd.mil

» Behavioral Health Services
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